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From: Vesa Torvinen (LMF) [SMTP:Vesa.Torvinen@LMF.ERICSSON.SE]    
            To: 3GPP_TSG_SA_WG3@LIST.ETSI.FR   
            Cc:    
             
            Subject: FW: 3GPP requirements draft.   
            Sent: 26/02/02 08:55  
            Importance: Normal   
The authors of the 3GPP SIP requirement draft are preparing a new  
            version of the draft to IETF. If you have any comments (e.g. to the  
            security part of the draft), please contact any of the authors or  
            CN1 mailing list ASAP. 
            BR,  
            Vesa  
            -------- Original Message --------  
            Subject: 3GPP requirements draft.  
            Date: Mon, 25 Feb 2002 17:41:32 +0200  
            From: "Miguel A. Garcia" <Miguel.A.Garcia@ericsson.com>  
            Organization: OY LM Ericsson AB  
            To: Dean Willis <dwillis@dynamicsoft.com>,Andrew Allen  
            <AAllen@dynamicsoft.com>,Keith Drage <drage@LUCENT.COM>,Gabor Bajko  
            <Gabor.Bajko@nokia.com>,Duncan Mills  
            <duncan.mills@vf.vodafone.co.uk>,Georg Mayer  
            <georg.mayer@icn.siemens.de>,Francois-Xavier Derome  
            <francois-xavier.derome@alcatel.fr>,Hugh Shieh  
            <hugh.shieh@attws.com>,Sunil Chotai <sunil.chotai@o2.com>,Jayshree  
            Bharatia <jayshree@nortelnetworks.com>,Kevan Hobbis  
            <Kevan.Hobbis@HUTCHISON3G.COM> 
            CC: CN1 mailing list <3GPP_TSG_CN_WG1@LIST.ETSI.FR>  
            Hi all:  
            As we announced during the last CN1 #22 bis meeting, we will hold a  
            conference call this Wednesday to inspect the "3GPP requirements to  
            SIP" Internet Draft. 
            As you may know, this internet draft is not the product of any 3GPP  
            working group, but a submission of certain individuals. 
            I am enclosing a "working document" with the latest updates and  
            additions. If you have comments, please send them to any of the  
            authors listed in the draft and/or the CN1 mailing list. 
            The list of changes from the previous verion is summarized as:  
            - References are updated  
            - Clarified that these requirements apply to the Release 5 of the  
            3GPP set of specifications  
            - Added a references to draft-ietf-sip-srv-04.txt  
            - Removed the connection of visited domain name with DNS domain  
            names.  
            - Clarified that the private user ID is not sent in the From header  
            of the REGISTER request.  
            - Added a suggestion about how the user is notified of the  
            implicitly registered public user identities.  



            - Clarified that emergency sessions are not applicable for 3GPP  
            Release 5.  
            - Clarified that anonymity is not a requirement in 3GPP Release 5  
            - Clarified the single codec negotiation requirement  
            - The charging requirements have been completed.  
            - The security requirements don’t refer to HTTP EAP AKA, but to  
            Digest AKA instead.  
            As you may also know, we will hold a conference call this Wednesday  
            to inspect the enclosed document. In order to manage the conference,  
            the idea is to have no more than a participant per company. At the  
            moment I have reserved one port per company. If you have other  
            requirements, please let me know. 
            Best regards,  
                   Miguel  
            --  
            Miguel-Angel Garcia                     Oy LM Ericsson AB  
                                                    Jorvas, Finland  
            mailto:Miguel.A.Garcia@ericsson.com     Phone:  +358 9 299 3553  
            mailto:Miguel.A.Garcia@piuha.net        Mobile: +358 40 5140002  
            draft-garcia-sipping-3gpp-reqs-03-pre-3.zip    
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